
Shoe Savvy: The Art of Curating Your Perfect Footwear Collection

Footwear can make or break your outfit. Also, well-coordinated footwear with your outfit can

give you a classy edge in the gatherings. They elevate your overall appearance and make you

feel confident. Among men's footwear, a pair of perfectly styled loafers and sneakers always

steal the look. They are a flexible pair of shoes to own and can potentially rock on any occasion.

So, if you are also looking for men’s casual everyday shoes, they are the right pair to own. If

you are looking for some styling tips read along to create your perfect footwear collection.

https://mavshacklive.in/collections/men-casual-shoes


Must Haves for a Perfect Shoe-Closet

Sneakers

Sneakers are the perfect definition of casual aesthetics. It is a good go-to casual option. Also,

canvas sneakers are great for all types of outings. If the right colors, designs, and materials are

selected sneakers can also pull up a formal outfit, providing you the utmost comfort during

those important hours. So, if you do not have one in your collection order a pair of sneaker

casual shoes for men online now.

Loafers

Casual, formal, or semi-formal, whatever may be the outfit loafers always have your back. They

are the perfect summer go-to and provide ease of access. They look great with a sports coat,

denims, and chinos. Where penny or tassel loafers are perfect for casuals, horsebit works great

if you want to add some sophistication to your look. So, own a versatile shoe closet by ordering

themost comfortable men’s loafers shoes now.

https://mavshacklive.in/collections/sneakers
https://mavshacklive.in/collections/sneakers
https://mavshacklive.in/collections/loafers


Boots

When talking about versatility boots can never be excluded. Chukka boots are the first dress-

casual shoes, which allow for tremendous versatility. Chukkas can play nicely with a suit and

can easily be worn with casual fits.

Brogue Shoes

They are as versatile as they are stylish. These are characterized by the unique punching or

decorative perforations along the shoe’s leather uppers. They pair well with jeans, chinos, or

wool trousers.

Oxford or Derby



These are a staple for those non-negotiable formal occasions. Oxfords have closed lacing and

derby have open lacing. Although both are perfect for formal occasions, oxfords are considered

more formal among the two.

Buy Men’s Shoes Online

If you are also looking for your ideal pair of men’s shoes visit Mavshack liveshopping now. They

retail affordable and durable men’s shoes from some of the best brands including Alicante,

bentinoVZZGq850, Briczack, Gigantic, HeadToe Retail Store, Kelvir, Lotus Venue, and SPAIN. It is

also the best platform for loafers online shopping in India. So don’t wait to order your next pair

of shoes at Mavshack liveshopping now.
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